ANNEX A - PREFERRED LIST OF IDENTIFICATION FORMS

a. U.S. PASSPORT OR U.S. PASSPORT CARD
b. PIV CARD (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION) ISSUED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
c. PIV-I CARD (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION - INTEROPERABLE) ISSUED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
e. VETERANS HEALTH IDENTIFICATION CARD ISSUED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
f. VETERANS HEALTH IDENTIFICATION CARD ISSUED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
g. DHS “TRUSTED TRAVELER” CARDS (GLOBAL ENTRY, NEXUS, SENTRI, FAST)
h. TWIC (TRANSPORTATION WORKER IDENTIFICATION CREDENTIAL)
i. MERCHANT MARINER CARD ISSUED BY DHS/UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG)
j. DRIVERS LICENSE ISSUED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
k. BORDER CROSSING CARD (FORM DSP-150)
l. U.S. CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION OR CERTIFICATE OF CITIZENSHIP (FORM N-550)
m. U.S. PERMANENT RESIDENT CARD/ALIEN REGISTRATION RECEIPT CARD (FORM I-551)
n. FOREIGN PASSPORT WITH A TEMPORARY (I-551) STAMP OR TEMPORARY (I-551) PRINTED NOTATION ON A MACHINE READABLE IMMIGRANT VISA
o. U.S. REFUGEE TRAVEL DOCUMENT OR OTHER TRAVEL DOCUMENT OR EVIDENCE OF IMMIGRATION STATUS ISSUED BY DHS CONTAINING A PHOTOGRAPH (PERMIT TO RE-ENTER FORM I-327 AND REFUGEE TRAVEL DOCUMENT FORM I-571)
p. EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION DOCUMENT WITH PHOTOGRAPH ISSUED BY THE DHS (FORM I-766)
q. IN THE CASE OF A NONIMMIGRANT ALIEN AUTHORIZED TO WORK FOR A SPECIFIC EMPLOYER INCIDENT TO STATUS, A FOREIGN PASSPORT WITH A FORM I-94 OR FORM I-94A BEARING THE SAME NAME AS THE PASSPORT AND CONTAINING AN ENDORSEMENT OF THE ALIENS NONIMMIGRANT STATUS, AS THE ENDORSEMENT HAS NOT YET EXPIRED AND THE PROPOSED EMPLOYMENT IS NOT IN CONFLICT WITH ANY RESTRICTIONS OR LIMITATIONS IDENTIFIED ON THE FORM.
r. IDENTIFICATION CARD ISSUED BY FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, PROVIDED IT CONTAINS A PHOTOGRAPH AND BIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SUCH AS NAME, DATE OF BIRTH, GENDER, HEIGHT, EYE COLOR, AND ADDRESS.
s. U.S. MILITARY OR DRAFT RECORD
t. NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBAL PHOTO ID
u. FOREIGN GOVERNMENT ISSUED PASSPORT WITH A CURRENT ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE RECORD (INS FORM 94) BEARING THE NAMES AS THE SAME NAME AS THE PASSPORT AND CONTAINING AN ENDORSEMENT OF AN ALIENS NONIMMIGRANT STATUS, IF THAT STATUS AUTHORIZES THE ALIEN TO WORK FOR THE EMPLOYER
v. PIV-I CARD (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION VERIFICATION - INTEROPERABLE) ISSUED BY NON-FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
w. UNIVERSITY, LIBRARY, OR SCHOOL CARD CONTAINING A PHOTOGRAPH, NAME, AND EXPIRATION DATE
x. OTHER DOCUMENTATION DEEMED APPROPRIATE TO PROVIDE REASONABLE ASSURANCE BY THE SENIOR COMMANDER